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The charge-density wave (CDW) is a modulation of the density of conduction electrons in metals, which is coupled to displacements 

of the atoms according to a wave with the same wavelength (same wave vector) as the modulation of the conduction band [1]. The 

classical CDW is the stable state of quasi-1-dimensional (1D) metallic crystals at low temperatures. The latter possess crystal 

structures with obvious 1D features, like chains of atoms supporting 1D electron bands, and these materials display a highly 

anisotropic electrical resistance, with the low resistance in the direction of the 1D atomic chains. The mechanism is Fermi-surface 

nesting (FSN), where a single wave vector q connects to each other different parts of the Fermi surface. A modulation of the atomic 

positions according to a wave with this wave vector q leads to a lowering of the electronic energy. The accompanying elastic strain 

then leads to an optimal magnitude of the atomic displacements, the latter which can be measured by x-ray diffraction (XRD).  

More recently, CDWs have been found in metals whose crystal structures and physical properties lack obvious 1D features [2, 3]. 

Mechanisms have been put forward, that provide alternative explanations for the formation of CDWs. In particular this includes q-

dependent electron-phonon coupling (EPC). The EPC peaks at a particular wave vector q. A static modulation with this wave vector 

then leads to a lowering of the energy of the system, which is not purely electronic, but should be attributed to the EPC terms.  

Here, we present comprehensive studies towards CDWs in the materials La3Co4Sn13, CuV2S4 and Er2Ir3Si5 with strong electron 

correlations [4–6]. Temperature-dependent transport and thermodynamic properties are correlated with temperature dependent 

diffraction studies. First-order and second order CDW phase transitions are identified. Crystal structures of the CDW phases are 

determined, while considering changes of the symmetry along with the development of twinned crystals at the phase transitions. 

Crystal structures are successfully used to identify the atomic mechanisms of CDW formation and to explain peculiar electronic and 

magnetic properties. La3Co4Sn13: Pm-3n (No. 223) to I213 (No. 199; 8-fold supercell); CuV2S4: Fd-3m (No. 227) to Imm2( 0 0) (No. 

44.1.12.4) and Er2Ir3Si5: Ibam (No. 72) to I-1(1 2 3) (No. 2.1.1.1).  
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